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Abstract
Neurodegenerative diseases have a variety of different genes 

contributing to their underlying pathology. Unfortunately, for many 
of these diseases it is not clear how changes in gene expression 
affect pathology. Transcriptome analysis of neurodegenerative 
diseases using ribonucleic acid sequencing (RNA Seq) and real time 
quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) provides for a 
platform to allow investigators to determine the contribution of various 
genes to the disease phenotype. In Alzheimer’s disease (AD) there are 
several candidate genes reported that may be associated with the 
underlying pathology and are, in addition, alternatively spliced. Thus, 
AD is an ideal disease to examine how alternative splicing may affect 
pathology. In this context, genes of particular interest to AD pathology 
include the amyloid precursor protein (APP), TAU, and apolipoprotein 
E (APOE). Here, we review the evidence of alternative splicing of these 
genes in normal and AD patients, and recent therapeutic approaches 
to control splicing.

varying gene expression could ultimately answer questions about 
AD pathogenesis and identify possible targets for disease treatment. 
As proteomic and transcriptomic technologies advance, there is 
now the potential to identify neurodegenerative-specific changes in 
postmortem brain tissues. Using these approaches could be useful 
in understanding protein aggregation in AD and the underlying 
pathology of AD, which is currently unresolved. 

Alternative Splicing in Alzheimer’s disease
Regulators of alternative splicing 

Alternative splicing is a main contributor to the complexity of 
organisms and their tissues. For example, in humans roughly 95% 
of multi-exonic genes are alternatively spliced resulting in 100,000 
proteins in the human genome [11]. Alternative splicing occurs 
co- or post-transcriptionally resulting in multiple mRNA variants 
from a single gene (Figure 1). Alternative splicing is carried out by 
a spliceosome, which is made up of 5 small nuclear RNA (snRNA) 
molecules U1, U2, U4, U5, U6, and numerous proteins [9]. In 
addition, splicing is regulated by specific nucleotide sequences found 
within the mRNA (cis-elements). These elements include exonic 
splicing enhancers, exonic splicing silencers, and intronic splicing 
silencers [9]. In addition to cis-elements, trans-acting factors are 
a group of proteins that bind to cis-elements and are composed of 
serine and arginine rich (SR) proteins and heterogeneous nuclear 
ribonucleoproteins (hnRNPs). The presence of cis-elements and 
the tissue-specific expression of trans-acting factors regulate overall 
alternative splicing patterns [12]. Mutations in the spliceosomal 
machinery, cis-elements and trans-acting factors may contribute 
to the onset of disease. Several examples of the specific types of 
alternative splicing that may occur in AD are presented in Figure 1.

Brain tissue specific alternative splicing

Alternative splicing is tissue specific, and especially important 
for brain tissue. The brain expresses more alternatively spliced genes 
than any other tissue according to current transcriptome analyses, 
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Introduction
Alzheimer’s disease 

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common cause of dementia 
in the U.S.A. and is characterized by a progressive decline in various 
cognitive functions [1]. Common cognitive impairments associated 
with AD are lowered performance in memory, attention, language, 
visuospatial skills, and in executing tasks that were previously 
performed with ease [2]. The neuropathology of AD is characterized 
by both the accumulation of toxic, extracellular beta-amyloid 
deposition and neurofibrillary tangles resulting from an accumulation 
of hyperphosphorylated tau protein [3]. Age is the most important 
risk factor in AD, but the decline in cognitive function is individual-
specific and is influenced by environmental factors, individual 
experience, and genetic pre-disposition [4]. 

Genetic risk factors associated with early onset AD (manifestation 
of AD prior to age 60) typically involve mutations in the amyloid 
precursor protein (APP) gene, presenilin 1 (PSEN1) gene, and 
presenilin2 (PSEN2) gene [5]. These genes ultimately enhance beta 
amyloid peptide production [6]. Different genetic risk factors are 
associated with both sporadic and late onset AD (cases 65 and older). 
Candidate genes include A2M (encoding alpha-2-macroglobulin), 
ABCA1 and 2 (encoding ATP-binding cassette transporters 1 and 
2, respectively), CLU (encoding clusterin), PICALM (encoding the 
phosphatidylinositol binding clathrin assembly protein), SORL1 
(encoding sortilin-related receptor gene), and TREM2 (triggering 
receptor expressed on myeloid cells 2) [7]. APOE, APP, and tau 
also have alleles associated with late onset AD and are of particular 
interest for this review because they show disease specific alternative 
splicing variants. In these genes, alternatively spliced variants also 
show different levels of protein expression, which may in turn have 
important effects upon protein aggregation [8-10]. Understanding 
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a fact that likely contributes to the complexity of this organ [11]. 
Alternative splicing can be influenced by both the aging process and/
or environmental factors [13]. In AD, differential expression of genes 
and alternative splicing can potentially impact different signaling 
pathways. For example, genes that are over expressed in AD are genes 
associated with synaptogenesis, transmission, post-synaptic density, 
and long-term potentiation, all of which may contribute to disease 
pathogenesis associated with AD [12]. An example of up regulation 
of a gene in AD due to alternative splicing can be seen in immune-
related pathways triggering increased neuro-inflammatory responses 
in the aging hippocampus [12]. On the other hand, it has been 
hypothesized that down regulation of specific genes in AD might lead 
to a compromise of DNA repair mechanisms consequently affecting 
chromosomal stability [10]. For example, over expression of amyloid-
beta precursor protein-binding family B, member 2 (APBB2) can 
lead to cell cycle delays that cause down regulation of thymidilate 
synthase, an enzyme normally responsible for thymine formation. 
The decrease in thymine production in turn can lead to DNA damage 
and to a decrease in the ability to repair damaged DNA changing 
gene expression [14]. Changes in gene expression, either up or down 
in certain pathways supports the complexity of the role alternative 
splicing in AD (Table 1).

The application of transcriptome analysis in AD may provide 
insight into possible genes associated with the disease through 
RNA alternative splicing, antisense oligonucleotides, small nuclear 
ribonucleoproteins, and microRNAs. In this review, we will focus 
on what is known about normal and abnormal alternative splicing in 
some key genes associated with AD. Current research suggests that 
future transcriptome analysis will be important for determining how 
different splice variants could be used as diagnostic tools and targets 
for disease treatment. 

Alternative Splicing and β-amyloid Processing
Mutations that occur in PSEN1, PSEN2, and APP are most 

associated with early onset AD and affect the deposition of oligomeric 
β-amyloid peptides, which is the earliest known step in the disease 
pathology of AD [5,19]. More specifically, PSEN1 and PSEN2 are 
part of the gamma secretase complex and are involved in the cleavage 
of APP [5,19]. Incorrect cleavage of APP by the gamma secretase 
complex leads to the accumulation of toxic β-amyloid peptide [20]. 
Mutations found in PSEN1 occur in intron 4 causing mis-splicing and 
exclusion of all or part of exon 4 [16]. In addition to this mis-splicing 
example, other mutations in PSEN1 can lead to alterations in the 
expression of β-amyloid [21]. Specifically for PSEN2, a splice variant 
lacking exon 5 has been documented and is found in both early and 
late onset AD [22]. However, little is known about how this splice 
form contributes to disease pathology or progression.

By the use of ribonucleic acid sequencing (RNA-Seq), which 
quantifies the transcriptional outputs of both coding and non-
coding RNA in the brain, there have been multiple transcription 
products presumed to be involved in the incorrect processing of 
APP [23]. Incorrect processing of APP leads to increased β-amyloid 
synthesis and accumulation. Alternative splicing occurring in these 
genes could be a key factor affecting this process. For example, RNA 
polymerase III has been proposed to transcribe a non-coding RNA 
that is responsible for exon 8 exclusion in amyloid-beta precursor 
protein-binding family B, member 2 (APBB2) [10]. APBB2 co-
localizes with the amyloid intracellular c-terminal domain (AICD) of 
APP [24]. APBB2 has three protein variants produced by alternative 
splicing (termed a,b, and c) and RNA polymerase III is responsible 
for producing more of the “a and b”exon 8 variants leading to exon 
8 inclusion, while variant “c” results in exclusion of exon 8. The non-
coding RNA transcribed by RNA polymerase III alters the ratio of 
alternative protein variants (a, b, and c) resulting in exon 8 inclusion 
and a reduction in the total amount of β-amyloid released [10]. 
Attempts to regulate alternative splicing to promote exon 8 inclusion 
underscores the potential of APBB2 as a target for treatment and 
prevention by decreasing β-amyloid release. 

 
 

Figure 1: Alternative splicing patterns that may occur in AD. The colored boxes are exons and gray boxes are introns. The black connection lines show the 
different patterns of including or excluding exons to generate different splicing products. 
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A second gene that contributes to β-amyloid aggregation is 
a group of proteins called RNA binding protein fork head box 
(RBFox). RBFox proteins are trans acting regulators of alternative 
splicing of the APP gene. The action of RBFox leads to the inclusion 
or exclusion of exon 7 within the APP gene. The inclusion of exon 
7 is the dominant splice form in neural tissue of AD patients, and 
may contribute to β-amyloid production [25]. Moreover, APP iso-
forms containing exon 7 are elevated in AD brain tissue and can 
activate the intracellular domain of APP as well as beta secretase [26]. 
Interestingly, the RBFox splice variant that retains exon 8 has also 
been thought to be involved with β-amyloid deposition in AD much 
like exon 7 [25]. There is still little known about factors contributing 
to exon 8 inclusion or exclusion, and further research is needed to 
examine the alternative splicing of the APP gene and the role that 
RBFox proteins play in this process. Elucidating the exact role that 
alternative splicing events play in enhancing the production of 
β-amyloid could uncover new drug targets for the treatment of AD.

A final example of an alternatively spliced gene resulting in 
incorrect APP processing and increased β-amyloid production is 
clusterin (CLU). Much like RBFox proteins, the function of clusterin 
and the exon variant associated with AD is relatively unclear 
[15]. In the experiment conducted by M. Szymanski et al. a single 
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in exon 1 promotes alternative 
splicing of a transcript of clusterin that enhances clusterin function 
and is associated with enhanced risk of AD [15]. Clusterin has been 
demonstrated to play a role in β-amyloid uptake and degradation 
[27], regulation of soluble β-amyloid levels across the blood-brain 
barrier [28], and binding with high affinity to soluble β-amyloid [29]. 
Although there is general uncertainly with regards to the mechanistic 
role of clusterin in AD pathology, there is direct evidence that clusterin 
modifies β-amyloid metabolism and/or deposition. This evidence 
comes from transgenic animal models comparing clusterin knockout 
mice with wild type mice [30]. Additional research on alterative 
splice variants of CLU could reveal the functional role of clusterin in 
AD. In addition, finding other alternatively spliced genes that affect 
either production of β-amyloid or its removal could provide valuable 
information on the underlying pathology associated with AD.

Alternative Splicing of the Microtubule-Associated 
Protein, Tau in Alzheimer’s disease

A key step in the pathogenesis associated with AD is the post-

translational modifications of tau including hyperphosphorylation, 
which leads to the formation of neurofibrillary tangles [31]. 
Functionally, tau is characterized as a microtubule-associated protein 
(MAP) and is important for stabilizing the cytoskeleton by binding 
to microtubules. Hyperphosphorylation of tau leads to a decrease 
binding affinity to microtubules and subsequent self-aggregation 
of tau into beta-sheet structures termed paired-helical filaments 
[31]. Exons 2, 3 and 10 of the Tau gene are alternatively spliced 
resulting in six known isoforms of Tau expressed in the brain [17]. 
Exon 10 encodes for the second microtubule-binding repeat and the 
inclusion of exon 10 generates tau isoforms with either three or four 
microtubule-binding sites (referred to as 3R-tau or 4R tau) [18]. The 
inclusion of exon 10 produces tau isoforms that are in a balanced ratio 
(1:1) in adult human brains with 3R-tau being primarily produced 
during development and the 4R-tau isoforms being produced in 
adulthood [18]. 

Serine/arginine (SR) rich proteins are one family of splicing 
factors involved in the alternative splicing of tau. In this regard, one 
such SR protein is SC35, which promotes exon 10 inclusion by acting 
on a SC35-like enhancer at the 5’ end of the tau RNA transcript [32]. 
Interesting, the phosphorylation of SC35 by protein kinase A (PKA) 
prevents inclusion of exon 10 resulting in increased expression of 
the 3R-tau isoform [33]. An unbalanced ratio of 3R-tau to 4R-tau is 
caused by down regulating the PKA phosphorylation pathway, which 
in turn promotes exon 10 inclusion [33]. Previous studies have shown 
that inclusion of exon 10 generating the 4R-tau isoform can lead to 
enhanced neurofibrillary tangles and tau aggregation [18].

Previous studies have suggested that in AD there is a 
disproportionate level of the 3R-tau isoform compared to the 4R 
form and this could be a key factor driving the formation of tau 
into paired helical filaments (PHFs) [34,35]. Numerous other SR 
proteins have roles in regulating the alternative splicing of the Tau 
gene including SRSF1, SC35, SRSR6, and SRSF9 all of which promote 
exon 10 inclusion. Alternatively, the activity of SRSF3, SRSF4, SRSF7, 
and SRSF11 suppress inclusion of exon 10 [9]. The actions of PKA 
on various SR proteins supports the notion that this is a common 
mechanism to modulate alternative splicing events [9]. It is possible 
that exon 10 of the Tau gene is highly regulated by alternative splicing 
in order to maintain the proper balance between 3R-tau and 4R-tau 
isoforms. Because of the important role of phosphorylation in splice 

Protein Gene Affected Exon Spliced Observation Method Ref

APBB2 APP Exon 8 Exclusion Increase in beta-amyloid release RT-qPCR [10]

RBFox APP Exon 7 Exclusion Increase in beta-amyloid 
production RT-qPCR [15]

Presenilin 1 PSEN1 Exon 4 Exclusion
Improper cleavage of APP 
increasing beta-amyloid 

deposition.
RT-qPCR [16]

Presenilin 2 PSEN2 Exon 5 Exclusion
Improper cleavage of APP 
increasing beta-amyloid 

deposition.
RT-qPCR [16]

Apolipoprotein E APOE Exon 5 Exclusion Increase beta- amyloid deposition, 
and or affecting tau structure. RNA-Seq [11]

Tau MAPT Exon 10 Inclusion
Generating an imbalance of 

3R-tau and 4R-tau leading to tau 
protein aggregation.

RT-qPCR [13,17,18]

Table 1: Alternatively spliced genes and their associated effects in AD.
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site selection in the Tau gene, it has been proposed that controlling 
phosphorylation could be the basis to develop new therapeutic 
opportunities [36].

Alternative Splicing of the APOE4 gene in Alzheimer’s 
disease

APOE4 is a well-studied protein because the inheritance of the 
APOE4 allele represents the single greatest genetic risk factor for late-
onset AD. The APOE gene is polymorphic in human populations, 
with three common alleles, termed E2, E3, and E4. Harboring the 
E2 allele is protective against onset, while the E3 allele is neutral in 
this regard. In contrast carrying the E4 allele increases the risk of 
developing AD 4-10 fold [37]. ApoE4 has been suggested to affect 
both β-amyloid and neurofibrillary tangle pathology in AD [38,39]. 
ApoE4 is a major cholesterol transporter in the brain and cholesterol 
rich membrane domains increase β-amyloid production by affecting 
β and γ-secretase complexes [40]. 

Recent studies have shown that the E4 isoform is more prone to 
proteolysis than other APOE isoforms and this could be the reason for 
the increase in AD risk through either a loss or gain of function (for 
recent review see [38]). Thus, proteolysis of apoE4 may lead to a loss of 
function in its ability to remove β-amyloid and to transport cholesterol 
[38]. On the other hand, apoE4 fragments from proteolysis could lead 
to a toxic gain of function. For example, cleavage of apoE4 produces 
N- and C-terminal fragments that are neurotoxic in nature [41-44]. 
Tolar et al. showed that not only is a 22 kDa N-terminal fragment of 
apoE4 neurotoxic, but that it is significantly more toxic than the same 
fragment derived from the E3 isoform [43]. Unfortunately, much is 
still not known about the mechanism by which ApoE4 contributes to 
the pathogenesis of AD. 

According to a genome wide association study (GWAS) utilizing 
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) from AD subjects, several single nucleotide 
polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with APOE gene region of the 
brain were also associated with tau and phosphorylated tau (ptau) 
levels in the CSF. When cerebrospinal fluid levels of β-amyloid 1-42 
levels were analyzed together with tau/ptau, a significant correlation 
was found with SNPs of APOE gene [39]. The authors of this study 
suggested that apoE variants could be modulating β-amyloid 1-42 
levels as well as tau pathology. It is known that SNPs located near 
splice sites have the ability to change the splicing pattern of a gene 
[45]. 

Alternative splicing and alternative transcriptional promoter 
choice produces three main isoforms of APOE4 (APOE4-001, -002, 
and -005) [8]. APOE-001 and APOE-002 isoforms contain exon 1 
while the APOE-005 isoform is generated by a promoter upstream 
of exon 2 [8]. Conflicting results have been obtained on the 
predominance of one APOE4 isoform over the others. For example, 
RNA-Seq experiments originally suggested that the APOE4-005 
transcript was up regulated in AD while the APOE4-001 isoform was 
down regulated [8]. However, Mills et al. was unable to confirm these 
results via the use of real time-quantitative polymerase chain reaction 
(RT-qPCR) [46]. The reasoning behind these discrepancies are not 
known but may be due to the possibility that RNA samples being taken 
from different areas of the temporal lobe in the two studies showed 
differential expression. In addition, the sample size in the Mills et al. 

study was 14 temporal lobe samples, whereas in the Twine et al. study 
the sample size was 1 temporal lobe sample. The findings from a small 
sample size in the Twine et al. study may be leading to an exaggerated 
difference between these studies. Alternatively, it is possible that 
the AD cases used in the two studies were not comparable in terms 
of pathology [46]. Finally, due to the issue of heterogeneity of the 
disease process in AD patients, the progression of the disease most 
likely varies significantly between affected individuals expressing the 
APOE4 allele. Therefore, although the data support the notion that 
APOE4 is alternatively spiced additional studies are warranted to 
address the degree to which splice variant of APOE4 is up- or down 
regulated in normal versus AD tissues and at different stages of the 
disease. 

Targeting RNA as a Possible Treatment Strategy in 
Alzheimer’s disease
Antisense Oligonucleotides

A recent approach to developing RNA specific therapeutics 
involves the use of short strings of nucleic acids that base pair to a 
target RNA molecule, which are referred to generally as antisense 
oligonucleotides (ASO) [47]. Often, the backbone chemistry of 
ASOs is modified to either encourage degradation of RNA or 
keep RNA from being degraded [47]. In this manner, endogenous 
RNA transcripts can be manipulated in numerous ways leading to 
alternative splicing, translation inhibition, and microRNA hindrance 
[47]. ASOs used as drugs are most often employed in a manner as 
to change levels of a target gene, and modulating alternative splicing 
is emerging as one such approach [48]. As previously mentioned, 
the U1 snRNA molecule plays a key role in alternative splicing. U1 
snRNA has an additional role to suppress the processing of premature 
cleavage and polyadenylation of RNA [49]. Polyadenylation is the 
addition of a poly (A) tail to mRNA at the 3’ end, which normally 
serves as a protective role preventing enzymatic degradation. When 
U1 was inhibited by an ASO (“morphlino”), premature cleavage and 
polyadenylation occurred resulting in increased activity of U1 snRNA 
[50]. Such a process effectively changed the alternative splicing 
pattern due to increased premature cleavage and polyadenylation [8]. 
These observations are suggestive of a loss of U1 snRNA function in 
the AD brain, which in turn could promote the alternative splicing 
of genes that contribute to the underlying pathology associated with 
this disease [50].

One advantage that ASOs have in terms of therapeutic agents 
is their ability to cross the blood brain barrier, a limiting factor for 
much CNS therapeutics. An example of how ASOs can be applied 
to AD treatment is targeting pathological tau in AD. In TAU knock-
out animal models, β-amyloid-induced cognitive loss was restored by 
targeting ASOs to reduce the amount of tau protein [51]. Therefore, 
reducing tau protein levels could be a therapeutic technique 
achievable through ASOs [51]. In addition to tau, ASOs have also 
been used to lower β-amyloid loads in mutant mice over expressing 
human APP [52]. Following administration of ASOs, APP levels were 
reduced and learning and memory was rescued [52].  

Conclusion
Alternative splicing is an important post-transcriptional 

regulatory mechanism during gene expression that results in a single 
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gene coding for multiple proteins. In AD, however, alternative splicing 
of the APP, TAU, or the APOE4 gene may contribute to the disease 
pathology. Understanding the role of alternative splicing of AD-
associated genes may not only shed light on the possible molecular 
mechanisms underlying this disease, but also for the pathology of 
other neurodegenerative diseases as well. As RNA-Seq technology 
continues to advance, it will become easier to analyze AD as well as 
other neurodegenerative diseases on a molecular level. 
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